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Abstract
The problem of grooming is central in studies of optical networks. In graph-theoretic terms, this can be viewed as assigning
colors to the lightpaths so that at most g of them (g being the grooming factor) can share one edge. The cost of a coloring is
the number of optical switches (ADMs); each lightpath uses two ADMs, one at each endpoint, and in case g lightpaths of the
same wavelength enter through the same edge to one node, they can all use the same ADM (thus saving g − 1 ADMs). The goal
is to minimize the total number of ADMs. This problem was shown to be NP-complete for g = 1 and for a general g. Exact
solutions are known for some specific cases, and approximation algorithms for certain topologies exist for g = 1. We present an
approximation algorithm for this problem. For every value of g the running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the input size,
and its approximation ratio for a wide variety of network topologies—including the ring topology—is shown to be 2 lng + o(lng).
This is the first approximation algorithm for the grooming problem with a general grooming factor g.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
All-optical networks have been largely investigated in recent years due to the promise of data transmission rates
several orders of magnitudes higher than current networks [4,7,12,15–18]. Major applications are in video confer-
encing, scientific visualization and real-time medical imaging, high-speed supercomputing and distributed computing
[9,12,18].
The key to high speeds in all-optical networks is to maintain the signal in optical form, thereby avoiding the
prohibitive overhead of conversion to and from the electrical form at the intermediate nodes. The high bandwidth
of the optical fiber is utilized through wavelength-division multiplexing: two signals connecting different source-
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of light. The optical spectrum being a scarce resource, given communication patterns in different topologies are often
designed so as to minimize the total number of used colors, also as a comparison with the trivial lower bound provided
by maximum load, that is the maximum number of connection paths sharing a same physical edge (see [2,14] for a
survey of the main related results).
When the various parameters comprising the switching mechanism in these networks became clearer, the focus
of studies shifted, and today a large portion of research concentrates with the total hardware cost. This is modeled
by considering the basic switching unit of Add-Drop-Multiplexer (ADM), and focusing on the total number of these
ADMs. The key point here is that each lightpath uses two ADMs, one at each endpoint. If two adjacent lightpaths
are assigned the same wavelength, then they can use the same ADM. An ADM may be shared by at most two light-
paths.
Moreover, in studying the hardware cost, the issue of grooming became central. This problem stems from the fact
that the network usually supports traffic that is at rates which are lower than the full wavelength capacity, and therefore
the network operator has to be able to put together (= groom) low-capacity demands into the high capacity fibers.
In graph-theoretic terms, this can viewed as assigning colors to the lightpaths so that at most g of them (g being the
grooming factor) can share one edge. In terms of ADMs, each lightpath uses two ADMs, one at each endpoint, and
in case g lightpaths of the same wavelength enter through the same edge to one node, they can all use the same ADM
(thus saving g − 1 ADMs). Moreover, all the same colored paths ending at the node through two given incident edges
can share the same ADM. The goal is to minimize the total number of ADMs.
In graph-theoretic terms, the traffic grooming problem can be viewed as assigning colors to paths so that at most g
of them (g being the grooming factor) can share one edge. In terms of ADMs, each lightpath uses two ADM’s, one
at each endpoint, and in case g lightpaths of the same wavelength enter through the same edge to one node, they can
all use the same ADM (thus saving g − 1 ADMs). The goal is to minimize the total number of ADMs. Note that the
above coloring problem is simply the case of g = 1.
In this work we deal with the single hop problem, where a connection is carried along one wavelength. A nice
review on traffic grooming problems can be found in [21].
1.2. Previous work
The notion of traffic grooming (g > 1) was introduced in [13] for the ring topology. The problem was shown to be
NP-complete in [6] for ring networks and a general g. The uniform all-to-all traffic case, in which there is the same
demand between each pair of nodes, is studied in [3,6] for various values of g; an optimal construction for the uniform
all-to-all problem, for the case g = 2 in a path network was given in [1].
The hardness results of [6,10] are for g = 1 and for general g, respectively. NP-completeness results for ring and
path networks are shown in [19] for any fixed value of g.
For ring networks in [11] a √g-approximation algorithm is presented for a different optimization problem, in
which two opposite paths covering the whole ring are assigned to each request. Moreover, in [20] a logg approxima-
tion algorithm is briefly described, but it refers to another problem handling requests already partitioned into rings.
A more complete discussion about approximation algorithms and heuristics for the grooming problems can be found
in [8].
1.3. Our contribution
We present an approximation algorithm for the general instance of the traffic grooming problem, namely general
topology and general set of requests. The approximation ratio of our algorithm is 2 lng+o(lng) in ring networks, with
arbitrary set of requests. The ring topology is the most widely studied topology due to its implementation in SONET
networks. Therefore and for matter of presentation, our discussion deals only with ring topologies. The extensions
are briefly discussed in Section 5. Note that the approximation ratio of any algorithm for this problem is between 1
and 2g. To the best of our knowledge this is the first approximation algorithm for the grooming problem described in
Section 2, with a general grooming factor g. The algorithm is presented in Section 3 and analyzed in Section 4. We
conclude in Section 5 with possible extensions of this result and some open problems.
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An instance of the traffic grooming problem is a triple (G,P,g) where G = (V ,E) is a graph, P is a set of simple
paths in G and g is a positive integer, namely the grooming factor.
A coloring (or wavelength assignment) of (G,P ) is a function w :P →N+ = {1,2, . . .}. Given any subset Q ⊆ P ,
let w(Q) = {w(p) | p ∈ Q} be the set of all the colors assigned by w to the paths in Q. Moreover, for a coloring
w, a color λ and any Q ⊆ P , Qwλ is the subset of paths from Q colored λ by w. A proper coloring (or wavelength
assignment) w of (G,P,g) is a coloring of P in which for any edge e at most g paths using e are colored with the
same color.
A coloring w is a 1-coloring of Q ⊆ P , if it colors the paths of Q using one color. A set Q is 1-colorable if there
exists a proper 1-coloring for it.
As already remarked in the introduction, every colored path p ∈ P needs at least one ADM at each of its endpoint
nodes. Given a grooming factor g, at most g paths incident to a node through the same edge can use the same ADM,
and such an ADM can be shared also by the at most g path incident to the same node through another incident edge.
Given a 1-colorable subset Q ⊆ P , endpoints(Q) is the minimum number of ADMs needed by the paths in Q
(when receiving the same color). More formally, since an ADM operating at node v can serve at most g requests using
an edge incident to v and other g requests using the other edge incident to v, endpoints(Q) is the cardinality of the set
of vertices of the ring being endpoints of at least a path in Q.
Given Q ⊆ P and a node v ∈ V , Qv is the subset of paths from Q having an endpoint in v and, similarly, for any
subset U ⊆ V , QU is the set of paths in Q having at least one endpoint in U .
For a coloring w of P , #ADMwλ is the minimum number of ADMs operating at wavelength λ in all the network
and #ADMw is the minimum total number of ADMs in the network, that is for all the used wavelengths.
The traffic grooming problem is the optimization problem of finding a proper coloring w of (G,P,g) minimizing
#ADMw .
3. Algorithm GROOMBYSC(k)
Given an instance (G,P,g) of the traffic grooming problem, our algorithm has a parameter k which depends only
on g. The value of k will be determined in the analysis (see Section 4).
The algorithm has three phases. During phase 1 it computes 1-colorable subsets of P of size at most k ·g, and their
corresponding weights. Whenever a 1-colorable set is found, it is added to the list of relevant sets, together with its
corresponding weight. In phase 2 it finds a set cover of P using subsets calculated in phase 1. It uses the GREEDYSC
approximation algorithm for the minimum weight set cover problem presented in [5]. In phase 3 it transforms the
set cover into a partition by eliminating intersections, then colors the paths according the partition. Each set in the
partition is colored with one color.
1. Phase 1. Prepare the input for GREEDY:
S ← ∅
For each U ⊆ V , such that |U | k{
For each Q ⊆ PU , such that |Q| k · g {
If Q is 1-colorable then {
S ← S ∪ {Q}
weight[Q] = endpoints(Q) // weight[] is an associative
// array containing a weight for each set
}
}
}
2. Phase 2. Run GREEDYSC:
SC ← GREEDYSC(S,weight).// Assume w.l.o.g. SC = {S1, S2, . . . , SW }
3. Phase 3. Transform the Set Cover SC into a Partition PART :
PART ← ∅
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As long as there are two intersecting sets PART i ,PARTj {
PART i ← PART i \ PARTj
}
For λ = 1 to W{
PART ← PART ∪ {PARTλ}
For each p ∈ PARTλ{w(p) = λ}
}
4. Analysis
4.1. Correctness
Claim. w calculated by the algorithm is a coloring.
Proof. During phase 1, each path p ∈ P is included at least in one set Q ∈ S. This is because the set {p} is considered
during the loop and it is clearly found to be 1-colorable. As SC calculated in phase 2 is a set cover of these sets, p
is an element of at least one set Si ∈ SC. During phase 3 intersections are eliminated, therefore p is an element of
exactly one set of PART . Therefore each p is assigned exactly one value w(p) during phase 3. 
Lemma 1. w calculated by the algorithm is a proper coloring.
Proof. For every color λ ∈ {1,2, . . . ,W } the set of paths colored λ is exactly PARTλ. It suffices to show that the sets
PARTλ are 1-colorable.
A subset of an x-colorable set is x-colorable. By the code of phase 3 PARTλ ⊆ Sλ. By phase 1, Sλ is 1-colorable,
therefore PARTλ is 1-colorable. 
4.2. Running time
Claim. The running time of GROOMBYSC(k) is polynomial in n = |P | and m = |E|, for any given g and for all
instances (G,P,g).
Proof. We will show that the running time of each one of the three phases is poly(n,m).
– Phase 1:
The number of subsets of P considered during the first phase is O(ng·k) since their sizes are at most g · k and
|P | = n. To check whether a set is 1-colorable takes O(g · k · m) time. To calculate endpoints(Q) can be done in
O(g · k log |Q|) = O(g · k · logm) time.
For any constant g, k is determined as a function of g only. Then g · k is a constant. Therefore the running time
of phase 1 is polynomial in n and m for any given g.
– Phase 2:
The number of the sets in S is at most ng·k . The running time of GREEDYSC is polynomial in |S| and |P |, namely
poly(ng·k, n) = poly(n).
– Phase 3:
The running time of phase 3 is polynomial in the size of the cover which is in turn polynomial in n. 
4.3. Approximation ratio
In this section we denote by w be the coloring returned by GROOMBYSC(k) and by w∗ an optimal coloring.
Moreover, we use the shortcut #ADM∗ and #ADM∗λ for #ADMw
∗
and #ADMw∗λ , respectively. We first prove some
useful lemmata.
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Lemma 2. There exists a set cover SC of S, such that
weight(SC) #ADM∗
(
1 + 2g
k
)
.
Proof. Let w∗(P ) = {1,2, . . . ,W ∗} and 1  λ W ∗. Consider the set V ∗λ of nodes v having an ADM operating at
wavelength λ. We divide V ∗λ into sets of k nodes starting from an arbitrary node and going clockwise along the cycle
(see Fig. 1). Let Vλ,j be the subsets of nodes obtained in this way. Let
(1)#ADM∗λ = |V ∗λ | = kqλ + rλ
where rλ ≡ |V ∗λ | modk.
Clearly ∀1  j  qλ, |Vλ,j | = k, and in case rλ > 0 we have |Vλ,qλ+1| < k. In both cases |Vλ,j |  k. Therefore,
each Vλ,j is considered in the outer loop of phase 1 of the algorithm.
For Vλ,j we define Sλ,j to be the set of paths in Pw
∗
λ having their counterclockwise endpoint in Vλ,j . As Vλ,j has
at most k nodes, and every node may be the clockwise endpoint of at most g paths from a 1-colorable set, we have
|Sλ,j | g · k. Therefore, Sλ,j is considered by the algorithm in the inner loop of phase 1. Being 1-colorable it should
be added to S, thus Sλ,j ∈ S.
Every p ∈ Pw∗λ has its both endpoints in the sets Vλ,j . In particular, it has its clockwise endpoint in Vλ,j for a
certain j , thus it is an element of some Sλ,j . Therefore SCλ
def= ⋃j {Sλ,j } is a cover of Pw∗λ . Considering all colors
1 λW ∗ we conclude that SC def= ⋃W∗λ=1 SCλ is a cover of P .
Therefore SC is a cover of P with sets from S. It remains to show that its weight has the claimed property.
Summing up Eq. (1) over all possible values of λ we obtain
#ADM∗ = k
∑
λ
qλ +
∑
λ
rλ,
which implies:
(2)
∑
λ
qλ 
#ADM∗
k
.
We claim that ∀j  qλ,weight[Sλ,j ] = endpoints(Sλ,j ) k + g. This is because:
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– The number of paths having only the clockwise endpoint in set Vλ,j is at most g. This follows from the observation
that these paths should use the unique edge in the clockwise cut of Vλ,j . As the set Sλ,j is 1-colorable, the number
of these paths is at most g.
For the set j = qλ + 1 (which exists only if rλ > 0) the above bound becomes weight(Sλ,qλ+1) rλ + g · qλ. This is
because:
– The endpoints of the paths with both endpoints in Sλ,qλ+1 are in Vλ,qλ+1 and |Vλ,qλ+1| = rλ.
– By the same argument as before, the paths having only the clockwise endpoint in Vλ,qλ+1 are at most g in number.
When qλ  1, g  g · qλ and we are done. Otherwise qλ = 0 meaning that Vλ,1 is the unique set. Then the number
of paths having exactly one endpoint in the set is zero.
Summing up for all 1 j  qλ + 1 we get:
weight(SCλ)
qλ∑
j=1
(k + g)+ rλ + g · qλ = (k + g)qλ + rλ + g · qλ = kqλ + rλ + 2g · qλ.
Summing up for all λ and recalling (1) and (2) we get:
weight(SC) =
∑
λ
weight(SCλ)
∑
λ
(kqλ + rλ + 2g · qλ) = #ADM∗ + 2g
∑
λ
qλ
 #ADM∗ + 2g #ADM
∗
k
=
(
1 + 2g
k
)
#ADM∗. 
Lemma 3. Let Hn = 1+ 12 +· · ·+ 1n be the nth harmonic number. GROOMBYSC(k) is a Hg·k(1+ 2gk ) approximation
algorithm for the traffic grooming problem in ring networks.
Proof. Recall that in the Minimum Weight Set Cover problem, each subset Si has an associated weight, weight[Si].
The weight of a cover is the sum of the individual weights of its sets.
On one hand
#ADMw =
∑
λ
#ADMwλ =
∑
λ
endpoints(PARTλ)
(3)
∑
λ
endpoints(Sλ) =
∑
λ
weight[Sλ] = weight(SC).
On the other hand GREEDYSC is an Hf -approximation algorithm, where f is the maximum cardinality of the
sets in the input. In our case f = g · k. In other words if SC∗ is a minimum weight set cover on the set S, we have
(4)weight(SC)Hg·kweight(SC∗).
Clearly if SC is an arbitrary set cover of S, by definition
(5)weight(SC∗) weight(SC).
Combining the inequalities (3), (4) and (5) we get
#ADMw Hg·kweight(SC)
for any set cover SC of S.
By Lemma 2 we obtain
#ADMw  #ADM∗Hg·k
(
1 + 2g
k
)
. 
We are now ready to show the approximation ratio guaranteed by our algorithm.
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Proof. The approximation ratio ρ of GROOMBYSC(k) is at most Hg·k(1 + 2gk ).
We substitute k = g lng and get:
ρ Hg2 lng
(
1 + 2
lng
)

(
1 + ln(g2 lng))
(
1 + 2
lng
)
= (1 + 2 lng + ln lng)
(
1 + 2
lng
)
= 2 lng + o(lng). 
5. Conclusion and possible improvements
We presented an approximation algorithm for ring networks, whose approximation ratio is 2 lng + o(lng). Note
that the approximation ratio of any algorithm for this problem is between 1 and 2g.
Our algorithm can be used in arbitrary networks. However, while grooming in path and ring networks is clear,
its extension to a general network can be understood in more than one way. In fact it is possible that two lightpaths
with the same wavelength will be directed to different endpoints at an intermediate node having degree at least 3.
Coming back to the hardware switches, one can argue that this splitting might require additional hardware equipment
at such an intermediate node. However, the effect of the particular adopted model just requires a proper definition of
1-colorable sets and of their weight, while the remaining part of the algorithm is not affected.
When considering ADMs needed only at the endpoints of a request, in some topologies the analysis will yield a
similar result. To this aim, note that the only point in the analysis that used the fact that the topology is a ring is where
we considered the unique edge between the blocks of an optimal solution. Therefore a similar analysis follows for
any topology and set of demands in which any solution can be partitioned in a similar way. This clearly includes all
graphs which consists of b blocks B0,B1, . . . ,Bb−1 whose sizes are bounded by α  k (k is the parameter used in our
analysis) and at most β = O(1) edges connecting consecutive blocks Bi and Bi+1 mod b .
We mention few open problems which arise from this study.
– Improve the analysis of algorithm GROOMBYSC(k).
– Find an algorithm with a better performance guarantee.
– Analyze algorithm GROOMBYSC(k) for general topology and set of requests.
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